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The CURT Hitch Widget will allow you to add a hitch lookup to your site by simply copying and
pasting a couple lines of code onto a page in your website. It has built in integration with
Google Checkout, PayPal, and possible your shopping cart. This version of the hitch widget
offers a hitch lookup that will display the product details in a pop-up overlay for the customer.
Otherwise the script won't be aware of what section on the page to add the lookup. This will
either show or hide the 'Buy Now' button. In this version the product details are shown directly
in the product results, with no need fo a pop-up display. This version of the solves a couple of
known issues with previous versions of the Hitch Widget. You can control pricing on an item
specific level. You can also incorporate multi-item checkout with Google Checkout. This means
that the user no longer needs to go through the lookup each time for every product that they
wish to purchase. This version is the easiest to implement and is the recommended
implementation. Home Widget Tools. Version 1. Implements API Version 1. Version 2.
Implements API Version 2. Founded in , CURT offers a complete line of towing products, and
our catalog continues to expand with innovative products for the towing industry. A select
group of our products is available for the Australian and New Zealand market with more exciting
additions coming soon. These products are shipped through national distribution partners and
are available to continental Australia and New Zealand. Triple-axis, motion-sensing
accelerometer for highly responsive, smooth stops. Nine levels of sensitivity adjustment for
varying loads or driving conditions. Cushioned isolator reduces rattling and vibration for a more
comfortable ride. Accepts any CURT mount-style pintle hook or ball and pintle combination
hitch includes 4 bolts. Auto-locking system secures primary latch without manual coupling
required. Cupped hook tightly holds lunette ring fore and aft to reduce chucking and noise.
Slotted bolt plate provides max adjustability, instead of fixed height positions. Torqued bolt
plates provide 48, lbs. Cushioned isolators reduce rattling and vibration for a more comfortable
ride. Integrated sway control actively resists sway and levels the vehicle and trailer. Levels tow
vehicle and trailer by redistributing a portion of the tongue weight. Where to Buy. Shop Coast
RV. Shop SWD. Limited Lifetime Warranty. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. CURT specialty ball mounts are a group of
exceptional towing products, built to succeed where others fear to tread. From the back roads
of overrun forests to the muddy fields of small town farms, towing looks a little different, and
that means different demands on your towing equipment. CURT offers a full lineup of unique
ball mounts that are made to tackle the rougher side of towing while still being able to fit a
standard 2" x 2" receiver tube. This sway control ball mount is perfect for adding a sway control
unit to your vehicle-trailer combination without using a weight distribution hitch. It features a
standard ball mount design for towing a trailer but also comes with a welded sway control tab to
attach the CURT sway control unit This specialty ball mount has a gross trailer weight capacity
of 7, lbs. For long-lasting reliability, it comes finished in our gloss black powder coating to
provide the corrosion, scratch and UV resistance needed to survive anything you throw its way.
CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete line of towing
accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey. CURT offers a
wide range of trailer hitch ball mounts in different sizes and weight capacities to meet your
needs. Our standard ball mounts are available with or without a pre-torqued trailer ball. We also
offer various specialized ball hitch mount options to provide reliable towing for any application,
including multi-ball mounts, 3-inch shank ball mounts, deep drop ball mounts for lifted trucks
and much more to let you Bring It no matter what you're towing! CURT offers a range of trailer
hitch ball mounts with multiple shank sizes, capacities and degrees of drop and rise. We carry
trailer hitch ball mounts with an extra-durable carbide powder coat finish and as much GTW
capacity as 21, pounds. Our multi-use hitch ball mounts feature various ball sizes welded to the
same shank to accommodate different trailers. Our adjustable trailer hitch ball mount line allows
for level towing of your vehicle and trailer and is perfect for multiple vehicle owners. There are
three main things to consider when selecting a trailer hitch ball mount: how much weight you
are going to be towing, what size receiver tube your trailer hitch has and how much drop or rise
your ball mount will need below. First, be sure to select a ball mount with enough gross trailer
weight capacity to fit your trailer. Trailer weight is one of the most important aspects of towing,
and you should never exceed the weight capacity of any component of your vehicle, trailer or
trailer hitch setup. Next, determine what size shank you will need. After you know how much
weight you will be towing and the size of your receiver tube, you will need to determine the drop
or rise necessary for your trailer. Drop or rise is the amount of height difference between the
trailer and your tow vehicle, whether that difference is positive rise or negative drop. The
diagram offers a quick explanation for how to determine your needed drop or rise. Take the
distance from the ground to the top of the inside of your receiver tube opening A , and subtract

it from the distance from the ground to the bottom of the trailer coupler B. Skip to main content.
You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn
more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select
the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 12 hrs and 33 mins
Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to
protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Brand: Curt
Manufacturing. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to
List. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. More items to explore. Page 1 of 1 Start
over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed.
Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
Technical Details. Click here to make a request to customer service. Would you like to tell us
about a lower price? From the manufacturer. Wherever your work or play takes you CURT offers
custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete line of towing accessories to get you
there with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey. Different types of CURT trailer hitch
ball mounts. Standard ball mounts CURT offers a range of trailer hitch ball mounts with multiple
shank sizes, capacities and degrees of drop and rise. Heavy-duty ball mounts We carry trailer
hitch ball mounts with an extra-durable carbide powder coat finish and as much GTW capacity
as 21, pounds. Multi-use ball mounts Our multi-use hitch ball mounts feature various ball sizes
welded to the same shank to accommodate different trailers. Adjustable hitch ball mounts Our
adjustable trailer hitch ball mount line allows for level towing of your vehicle and trailer and is
perfect for multiple vehicle owners. How to select a hitch ball mount. Three factors to consider
There are three main things to consider when selecting a trailer hitch ball mount: how much
weight you are going to be towing, what size receiver tube your trailer hitch has and how much
drop or rise your ball mount will need below. Trailer weight vs capacity First, be sure to select a
ball mount with enough gross trailer weight capacity to fit your trailer. Hitch receiver size Next,
determine what size shank you will need. How to determine drop or rise After you know how
much weight you will be towing and the size of your receiver tube, you will need to determine
the drop or rise necessary for your trailer. B minus A equals C, the drop or rise. Customers who
bought this item also bought. Tube, White, See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How
are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if
the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Verified Purchase. Well I'm that guy who has never had an RV, but because of Covid, thought it
would be romantic to get a vintage camper to drive through the mountains of Colorado with my
wife. Over a long and panicked month before our wedding, every spare moment went into
preparing the "honeymoonbile. All that being said, this affordable option allowed me to safely
travel across the county, impress my now wife, and travel on the highway without hazards! That
being said, here's a tip for you non-truck users. See how it dips down? That's the default for
trucks that sit generally higher. If you're using an SUV or van, you make need to flip this sucker
the other way to keep your trailer from dipping forward. BUT this will also switch the side you
need your sway bar on. I had to uninstall the sway bar anchor on the frame of the trailer and
reattach it on the other side. Save yourself the hassle and figure this out the first time :. Images
in this review. Works but it made trailer lower than expected when installed which caused front
trailer jack and stabilizer damage during our journey when the trailer was too low for the road.
Would be nice to have the tab on both sides of the hitch sleeve so that you could use the sleeve
in whichever configuration is needed. Incredible improvement over single point hitch. No sway
at all! Towed big bike trailer on road trip. Solid and rock steady! I highly recommend this hitch,
especially for a small trailer with a short tongue. Of course, you need the anti-sway kit to work
with this hitch. Nick WPB. I bought this to pull my pop up camper with a 4runner. More of a
precaution than a must buy. However, the fit and finish is very nice, and it works as advertised. I
am glad that I purchased it and would not hesitate to do it again. If it works for you, it's a great
idea. But I did use it as I received it for a couple of tows and it worked great. It was less
expensive than buying the ball mount and the sway bar tab separately. So if you can use it as it
is, it's a great idea and value. One person found this helpful. Needed to ad friction to steady
trailer tow for a vintage trailer. Good value for price have had any use issues since purchased.
Note may be a good idea to disconnect sway brace when backing trailer to prevent damage ad
undue stress to Sway ball mount. Would purchase again. It was a great ball mount but it
wobbled way to much in my hitch and was not a low enough drop. I had to return and replace
with another one version with a deeper drop and then had to but my own sway stab on it. The

new one wobbled just as much in my hitch so if you have a ford factory one get a stabilizer
otherwise this ball mount's nice. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. The sway
ball kit had the attachment ball which went into this hitch's tab. Well made,. Report abuse. Very
good product for the price. Does what it is intended for. Worked as expected - used with Curt
Sway Control. Absolutely great product. Thick and solidly welded steel!! Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: Best anti sway bars for trailers , Best sway bars for rv ,
sc
diy enail wiring diagram
parts of mouth diagram
tekonsha wiring harness
ratch coating , trailer kit , Explore swaybars for trailer. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon
Warehouse. Auto part, Automotive Accessories, Replacement and Performance parts. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

